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Books are being reprinted with mistakes and defects and Pacifico s a Chihuahua shifter is
determined to find who is behind this and stop it Heading to the WWP to confront the head

of it he discovers that Atlandia is now in charge of it and not her mother Dominka Pacifico
feels an attraction to Atlandia As he explains the situation she agrees to help him find out
who is behind the reprinting of the books This is the fourth book in the series and can be
read as a standalone Action packed Books are being reprinted with mistakes and defects
and Pacifico s a Chihuahua shifter is determined to find who is behind this and stop it
Heading to the WWP to confront the head of it he discovers that Atlandia is now in charge
of it and not her mother Dominka Pacifico feels an attraction to Atlandia As he explains the
situation she agrees to help him find out who is behind the reprinting of the books This is
the fourth book in the series and can be read as a standalone Action packed full of
adventure Takes you up against pirates, evil werewolves A hurricane on a Caribbean Island
The relationship between Pacifico and Atlandia grows as they search for who is behind the
evil plan Wonderful book to escape life with You find yourself drawn into their world and you
don t want to leave I received an copy of this book in exchange for an honest review
@FREE î Reprinted õ For Centuries Shapeshifting Dogs Have Protected Libraries From
Their Book Burning Werewolf Enemies But When Chihuahua Shifter Pacifico Lopez,
Technology Billionaire Uncovers Ebook Piracy That Threatens The World Of Books, Dog
Shifters Face Their Biggest Challenge EverPacifico Accuses Landy Romero, Werewolf
Editor And Secret Book Lover, Of Sabotaging Books Beset By Mutual Puppy Love At First
Sight, The Unlikely Couple Fly Undercover To An Exclusive Werewolf Resort In The
Caribbean Where They Discover The Cloud, An E Book Thieving Sailing Vessel, A
Diabolical Book Distribution Plant, Enslaved Dog Shifters, And Astonishing Dog Shifter
Werewolf History SecretsCrack Commando Blaze And Landy S Sister Sybilla Again Try To
Curb The Dogs Plans Until A Tropical Hurricane Blows In To Uncover The Truth Pacifico
And Landy Battle Lies And Dig Into The Truth That Will Change Everything They Believe
About Their World And Find That Together The Unimaginable Is Attainable This hilarious
and incisive story about werewolves who want to destroy books and dogs who want to
protect them, is all too likely to be true The publishing company in New York run by a family
of werewolves has an evil intent, wrecking the careers of aspiring authors and seeing to it
that books are printed with the last chapter missing, while they plot to gather and destroy all
electronic copies of books everywhere Can a Chihuahua dog shifter who is a tech genius
with his own search engine This hilarious and incisive story about werewolves who want to
destroy books and dogs who want to protect them, is all too likely to be true The publishing
company in New York run by a family of werewolves has an evil intent, wrecking the
careers of aspiring authors and seeing to it that books are printed with the last chapter
missing, while they plot to gather and destroy all electronic copies of books everywhere Can
a Chihuahua dog shifter who is a tech genius with his own search engine firm, step in and
save the day Even if it involves travel to a Caribbean island facing a hurricane And is he
wrong to feel attracted to the beta female of the wolf pack, who dreams of genuinely
publishing a vampire librarian s memoirs as New Adult fantasy You ll laugh, you ll love it,

you ll believe it I really liked this book But I still have a hard time getting my head around a
man shifting into a chihuahua I had to put that aside and just enjoy the story It is an
awesome book I like the action and suspense on the island Pacifico and Landy do a good
job of hunting down the ebook pirates It is a fun shifter book I was given this book as a gift
from the author in exchange for my hones review. This is a unique tale of a shapeshifter
Chihuahua named Pacifico Lopez who discovers a plot to destroy books As the story
progresses the reader travels to the Caribbean and is caught up in the plot that includes
books, bad pirates, and good and bad wolves An adventure sure to please all who read this
4th story in the The Shapeshifters Library.I have also read Recovered from the same author
and am truly caught up in the excellent imagination these stories present Take a chance
and read an This is a unique tale of a shapeshifter Chihuahua named Pacifico Lopez who
discovers a plot to destroy books As the story progresses the reader travels to the
Caribbean and is caught up in the plot that includes books, bad pirates, and good and bad
wolves An adventure sure to please all who read this 4th story in the The Shapeshifters
Library.I have also read Recovered from the same author and am truly caught up in the
excellent imagination these stories present Take a chance and read an unusual paranormal
story that is guaranteed to delight all who read it I really liked this book But I still have a
hard time getting my head around a man shifting into a chihuahua I had to put that aside
and just enjoy the story It is an awesome book I like the action and suspense on the island
Pacifico and Landy do a good job of hunting down the ebook pirates It is a fun shifter book I
was given this book as a gift from the author in exchange for my honest review Review by
Laura This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers To view it, click here I
though this volume had a somewhat stronger plot than some of the earlier books The
hurricane scenes were pretty accurate from what I know of hurricanes, which is only what I
ve read or seen in movies I kind of feel sorry for Sybilla as she seems to be the only
werewolf who stays true to their nature until the bitter end I have a hard time accepting that
the dog shifters and werewolves would all come together to sing kumbaya and frolic with
each other due to one somewhat weak speech given I though this volume had a somewhat
stronger plot than some of the earlier books The hurricane scenes were pretty accurate
from what I know of hurricanes, which is only what I ve read or seen in movies I kind of feel
sorry for Sybilla as she seems to be the only werewolf who stays true to their nature until
the bitter end I have a hard time accepting that the dog shifters and werewolves would all
come together to sing kumbaya and frolic with each other due to one somewhat weak
speech given by Landy That s all it takes after hundreds, if not thousands, of years of
antagonism Somebody should have stepped up to the plate years ago.Blaze was a little too
eager to switch allegiances once he gets the hots for the Borzoi Which reminds me, what
excuse did she use to stay at the hotel since her undercover persona was that of an
exercise guru I know her real mission was to protect the chihuahua but she hadn t been
exposed yet as a dog shifter Seems to me she would have been forced to leave for her own

safety Also, even though Landy is a small werewolf, I don t believe that she would be able
to bump shoulder to shoulder with a chihuahua as is indicated in a few places Heck, my
Corgi would even overwhelm one of those little guys Not necessarily relevant to this book
but do the shape shifters have kids in their human or canine form Inquiring minds want to
know Sorry my reviews of this series seem so critical I guess I just wasn t in the mood for
YA I struggled with this book I did pick up the first book in the series, Released, before I
started Reprinted, but it just didn t live up to the potential that a series like this has The
premise sounds like a lot of fun dog shifter librarians and book burning werewolves but it
lacked a well developed world to support it The motivation for why the werewolves hated
books was never really clear They just do, even while ignoring the ways in which they
benefit from books and from knowledge in I struggled with this book I did pick up the first
book in the series, Released, before I started Reprinted, but it just didn t live up to the
potential that a series like this has The premise sounds like a lot of fun dog shifter librarians
and book burning werewolves but it lacked a well developed world to support it The
motivation for why the werewolves hated books was never really clear They just do, even
while ignoring the ways in which they benefit from books and from knowledge in general,
which is what the books essentially represent It seemed so conflicted and illogical, and it
frustrated me that I couldn t understand why the werewolves hated books so much, when
that s the driver behind the whole plot.On the flip side of that, the conclusion to this book
brings about a reconciliation of sorts, and lots of spoilery things that I won t go into, except
to say that it was very, very fast, and didn t seem to fit with the characters Miraculous
sudden turn around with again no motive I just couldn t buy it.And then there s the main
characters of this specific book, Landy and Pacifico Surprisingly I don t have any real issues
with Landy She was a solid, likeable character, and she changes and grows and makes
mistakes but learns from them Pacifico on the other hand Well, he starts off arrogant and
elitist and he ends arrogant and elitist I can totally go for a not particularly likeable main
character, but the whole point of it is that they learn something and change, or at least start
to change And I didn t see that in Pacifico He never realized why Landy was getting hurt
when he ignored her for important work or got over his spoiled attitude toward the islanders
I really didn t want Landy to be with him by the end.In summary, it s just too far fetched
without any solid characterization or world building to prop it up The tech is all over the
place, the motivations of good and bad guys are often unclear, and I just couldn t suspend
my disbelief long enough to enjoy it It s an intriguing idea, but it just didn t work out I
received this book for free through First Reads and was not required to write a positive or
any other type of review All opinions stated herein are solely my own

A Caribbean adventure with dogs, a billionaire boyfriend, and plenty of books Whats not to
like Maybe bad wolves and pirates And because all of the books have been reprinted with
defects and the final pages are missing Its an evil plot against the dog shifters who have
worked hard to preserve and help good books and libraries flourish Reprinted is the fourth
book in The Shapeshifters Library from multi genre and award winning author, Amber Polo
This time featuring Landy, a beautiful A Caribbean adventure with dogs, a billionaire
boyfriend, and plenty of books What s not to like Maybe bad wolves and pirates And
because all of the books have been reprinted with defects and the final pages are missing It
s an evil plot against the dog shifters who have worked hard to preserve and help good
books and libraries flourish Reprinted is the fourth book in The Shapeshifters Library from
multi genre and award winning author, Amber Polo This time featuring Landy, a beautiful
wolf human, improbably in love with a shifter chihuahua, who in human form is one of the
smartest and richest men in the world.Perfect Right Who better to stop the destruction of les
livres from the werewolves than one of their own, gone good, and a pip squeak Mexican
dog They are two of many interesting and significant characters.This fantasy adventure
romance, with its humor and intrigue, also sheds light on some real problems facing
readers, authors, and publishers in our own world I recommend Reprinted and the series for
fun reading But, besides that, you will get a unique literary experience which, intentional or
not, will take you into an enjoyable make believe world and make you think of similar
situations in the real one
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